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Credit Bureau is an organization that compiles credit information provided by various lenders 
pertaining to a person or a business entity.

There are following credit bureaus in India:
• TransUnion
• Equifax
• Experian
• CRIF High Mark

A credit report is detailed information that states usage of credit in past. It states following:

• Credit Score
- A credit score is a numerical value derived from a modelling system to predict likelihood of default. 
- To put it simply, credit scores are used to differentiate higher risk borrowers from lower risk ones.
 

• Personal Information
- Name including any aliases or misspellings reported by lenders
- Date of Birth
- Past and current residential addresses
- Phone Number

• Accounts
- Lender Name
- Loan account number
- List of loan accounts
- EMI based loan accounts
- Revolving credit accounts
- Sanctioned amount
- Outstanding 
- Instalment amount
- Account status

• Whether or not account is past due

• Public Records
- Bankruptcies

1. Credit Bureau

2. Credit Report
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• Inquiries
Inquiries are records that appear on credit report when credit information is accessed by a legally  

       authorized entity. It entails following:
- Recent viewer of credit report
- Time of inquiries

• Types of Inquiries
       - Hard

 » These inquiries are conducted by lenders when a loan is applied for. Hence, it is wise to only 
apply for credit when you really need it.

 » These impact your credit score temporarily.
 
- Soft

 » These inquiries pertain to credit checks unrelated to lending money.
 » These are visible to you.
 » These do not affect your credit report.

• Monitor Hard Inquiries
One should check credit report from all the bureaus regularly - at least once each year. If you see 
a hard inquiry you don’t recognize, reach out to institution in question, using contact information 
included in credit report. If confirmation of hard inquiry is connected to fraudulent activity, take 
following steps:
 - Report it to appropriate law enforcement agencies
 - Dispute the inquiry to have it removed from credit report

• If you discover information on your credit report that shouldn’t be there, you can request to have it 
removed via a process known as dispute.

• To dispute credit report information, you will need to contact the credit bureau in whose report 
error was found.

• Outdated or incorrect records such as timely payment misreported as late or a loan account listed 
as open even when it has been paid off, can lower your credit score. Correcting these issues in turn 
can improve your credit score.

Possible Dispute Outcomes
• Dispute Related to Accounts or Public Records

- Updated
This can mean following:

 » The information disputed has been updated.
 » The information disputed might have been verified as accurate by the data furnisher, but other 

information on account unrelated to dispute has been updated.

3. Dispute Credit Report Information
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4. How Disputing Impacts Credit Score

- Deleted
The disputed item was removed from credit report.

- Processed
The disputed item was updated or deleted from your credit report.

- Remains
The institution reporting the information has certified to credit bureau that the information is 
accurate, so the item has not changed.

• Disputes Related to Personal Information or an Inquiry
       - Added

This item was added to credit report. 
- Updated

The information disputed has been updated on credit report. 
- Address Updated

This may appear as deleted, as address is updated to current address. 
- Deleted

The item was removed from credit report.
- Processed

The item was either updated or deleted.
- Remains

The company reporting the information has certified to credit bureau that the information is 
accurate, so the item has not changed.

Filing a dispute with one or all of the credit bureaus has no direct impact on credit impact on credit 
score.
But, once the dispute process is completed, any change to credit report could lead to change in credit 
score.

Whether score goes up, down or remains the same depends on what is being disputed and outcome 
of the dispute. Removal of mistakenly reported negative information, such as late payments or unpaid 
accounts, could lead to credit score improvements. 

On the other hand, corrections to personal information, while important to maintaining accurate cred-
it tracking, have no impact on credit scores.
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5. What to Do if You Disagree with the Outcomes of Dispute

If you don’t agree with result of dispute, following additional steps can be taken:
• Contact the information source

Next best step is to contact the entity that originally provided the disputed information to credit 
bureau and offer proof that information is incorrect. The source will be the lender that issued loan. 
Contact information for each source appears on credit report. 

• Add a statement of dispute to your credit report
A statement of dispute lets you explain why you believe the information in your credit report 
incomplete or inaccurate. 

• Dispute again with relevant information
If you have additional relevant information to substantiate your claim, you can submit a new 
dispute.
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